Final Exam:
- 1/4 first half (before midterm), 3/4 second half
- Breakdown:
  - 32 multiple-choice questions @ 1/2 pt = 16% = ~ <1 minute/question = ~ < 30 minutes
  - 12 identification questions @ 2 pts = 24% = ~ <4 minutes/question = ~ < 45 minutes
  - 12 short essay questions @ 5 pts = 60% = 9 minutes/question = ~ > 1 hour 45 minutes

First Half Topics:
- Freud & psychoanalysis
- Skinner & behaviorism
- Cognitive psychology
- Cognitive neuroscience
- Evolution
- Genetics
- Ethical and political issues
- Methodology in psychology

First half topics, continued:
- The brain
- Neurons
- Perception: depth
- Perception: scene analysis, auditory & visual
- Perception: basic mechanisms (textbook)
- Cognition: attention, memory, consciousness

First half topics, continued:
- Concepts & reasoning
- Language
Second half topics:

- Cognitive development
- Emotions: fear, disgust, facial expressions, depression
- Kin, socialization, development of personality
- Reciprocity and emotions about people
- Love & sex
- Aggression: Obedience, homicide, war, ethnocentrism

Second half topics, cont.:

- The self: status, self-serving biases, attribution theory, cognitive dissonance
- Happiness
- Humor
- Art
- Religion

Psychology and You:

1. Be a psychologist!
   - Basic research & graduate school
   - Clinical psychology
   - Educational psychology
   - Human factors

Psychology & You, cont.:

2. Use psychology in your profession
   - Artificial intelligence
   - Molecular biology
   - Medicine
   - Law
3. Use psychology to understand your world:
   - Violence
   - War
   - Risk
   - Eyewitness testimony

4. Use psychology to understand yourself:
   - Arguments & self-deception
   - Attractiveness
   - Art
   - Appreciate the human mind